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i have not yet made many tools for other people, because my main focus is going to be software that i want to use.
i have not yet seen a need for such software, so no idea how to distribute it for others. i intend to make it so that i
can share, or sell it if people are interested in it. the demo disk images can be installed into a fat32 partition using
the 7-zip application. i've even provided a bootable iso image to boot from using the virtualbox. this allows for a
quick way to boot with a distribution and a demo disk at the same time. the iso image is a virtualbox bootable cd

created from the iso image of the disk. applications installed by the disk images will be in their own directory which
will be mounted as /opt/starthsid/app. in order to run apps that were not installed by the disk,

/opt/starthsid/app/bin must be in path, otherwise they will not be found. disclaimer: the above information may
change without notice. none of the information contained herein is or shall be considered professional or any sort

of promise or warranty. don't trust me, trust the source.. and if you have a problem with any of the above
information then it is for you to verify and decide if the information is accurate or not. also, verify yourself that the
information and/or links below are still active and can be used by you. warranty: chattchitto will not be responsible
for any damage or loss to anyone's computer or data. all programs downloaded from this site are meant to be used
at your own risk. however, if there are any problems with your program download, chattchitto will fix it at its cost.

for more details, read more here.
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we're glad that you found 1st disk drive protector! our goal was to provide the best product at the best possible
price. to help you understand why we spent so much time on the product, the following is a list of some of the
features that make our software stand out: innovative - 1st disk drive protector is designed to minimize driver

conflicts by dynamically updating device drivers as new versions come out. scalable - with 1st disk drive protector,
you get a complete and reliable set of drivers with the minimum number of files. in addition, you are free to add or

remove any drivers that you want to include. safe - 1st disk drive protector is a multi-threaded system that only
updates the device drivers as needed; it never modifies them or uses its own drivers. at this time, 1st disk drive
protector is available at a price of $29.95. however, we did not develop the product for sale. we developed it for
experimentation and to share it with our readers. if you find the product useful for yourself and your computers,
we would appreciate if you could tell others about it. in return, we would appreciate it if you could contribute a
donation to help support our product. we would greatly appreciate your consideration. i am a member of many

different discussion groups like comp.os.linux.linux-distributions and comp.advocacy. i share my knowledge with
my fellow linux users. my sispirerent projects are designed to help the linux community. my most known software

is my beryl. i'm a happy user of slackware linux. 5ec8ef588b
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